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SUMMARY 

The Ministry of Environment is considering imposing a requirement 
to use fuel oils with a maximum sulphur content of 1,0% in the 
nine coastal counties from Østfold to Rogaland, The present 
report deals with calculations of the total costs of atmospheric 
corrosion and the possible savings as a result of the estimated 
reduction in so2 ff the requirement is imposed, The reduced 

concentrations of so2 are calculated by the Norwegian Institute 
of Air Research (NILU) in an earlier report, 

As a basis for the calculations we have used the same model as 
employed by the Swedish Corrosion Institute in a study conducted 
for OECD, with adjustments to the basic data to suit Norwegian 
conditions, The calculations refer to 1979, and are limited to 
painted steel and galvanized steel in the form of sheeting, wire 
and profiles. The period 1960-79 is used as a basis for the 
accumulation of quantities of material. 

The total yearly costs of corrosion in the nine counties are 
estimated at 644 million kroner in built-up areas and 345 million 
kroner in rural areas, totalling 989 million kroner, Corresponding 
yearly savings given a requirement for a sulphur content of maxi 
mum 1,0% are 14,7 million kroner and 1,0 million kroner respec 

tively, totalling 15,7 million kroner. 

These are relatively rough calcuations and are made on the basis 
of data that are fairly easily accessible, Emphasis has been 
placed on cautious assessments, Calculations of uncertainties 

show that the total saving of 15,7 million kroner may lie between 

12 and 49 million kroner, 
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The most important properties of the moisture film are chemical 
composition, thickness, and distribution over the surface either 
as a continous layer or in the form of droplets. The chemical 
composition of the moisture film depends on the type and quantity 
of soluble components in air and precipitation, especially sulphur 
components and chlorides, as well as the type and quantity of 
insoluble components on the surface, such as solid particles, 
salts, dust and the reaction/corrosion products that are formed. 

The OECD calculations assume that for Europe, the corrosion caused 
by naturally occurring factors such· as moisture, temperature etc., 
is more or less constant _fqr t he entire_ Eu_r_gp~åi?- __ temperate c Li.matie 
zone, except in coastal areas where chlorides play and important 
part. Since it was beyond the intention of the report to estimate 
the contribution made by sea-salt, and since no synergistic cor 
rosion effect of chlorides and sulphur pollutants could be demon 
strated, the OECD report has ignored the effect of chlorides in 
the atmosphere. 

In Norway there are substantial local and regional variations in 
the amount of precipitation (3). In the nine counties to which 
the calculations refer, the amount of precipitation varies with 
a factor 3, and the amounts in the areas of Rogaland with most 
precipitation (2400 mm per year) will be very much greater than 
in most areas of Europe. From the corrosion point of view, this 
may lead to fairly large differences both in washing effect (4) 
and wet time, both in relation to Europe and locally between the 

different areas in question. 

Our data on the relation between corrosion and precipitation /wet 
time are not good enough to correct the assumptions from the OECD 
calculations directly. However, NILU's corrosion data from Norway 
show higher values than used in the OECD calculations, and a pos 

sible reason could in fact be the longer wet times (see section 2.3) 

Near the coast, sea-salt in air and precipitation will have a very 
strong influence from the corrosion point of view, and in Norway, 
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~cidity/precipitation frequency, and between corrosion and the con 

centration of sulphur pollutants, are not good enought to be able 

to make sound calculations for practical conditions, This of 

course represents a certain simplification and underestimation ofthe 
true corrosion costs of sulphur pollutants, but is nevertheless the 

best that can be achieved at the present time. 

2.3 The included materials 

2,3,1 Zinc_and_galvanized_steel 

The results of four different investigations are shown in Annex A, 

figure A,l+ (2), KI employed in its calculations the relation 

found by Hudson & Stanners (relation B), because this applied for 

areas in the temperate climate zone of Europe, and also covered a 

wide range of so2 concentrations, 

For Norway we have data for up to 5 years from rural, town and 

industrial atmosphers in southern and western Norway (11,12), 

These data are shown in Figure 1, where relations A and B from 

Figure A.l are also drawn in, It can be seen that the relation con 

forming with the Norwegian data shows a stronger corrosion as a 

function of so2 than does Hudson & Stanners data, A possible reason 

may be precisely that there are longer wet times in Norway than in 

most other European·countries. The Norwegian data are considered 

the most relevant for Norwegian conditions, and the relation shown 

has been chosen for the present study (see 5.2), Furthermore, the 

Norwegian data conform very well with the Swedish data, 

Several investigations have shown that the lifeti~e of th~ paint 

is related to the so2 concentrations (13-17). In the OECD study, 

KI has used data from USA (13) for the lifetime of paint on steel 

+ ,. 
Figures and tables in Annexes are numbered consecutively for each 
Annex, and are referred to by a letter and number, e,g, figure A,l, 
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and on galvanized steel, It is assumed that there is a linear 
relation between lifetime and so2 level, and Figure 2 shows the 
relation calculated on the basis of the American data, The 
quantity of the data in the investigation is small, however, and 
the angle coefficient of the equation is strongly dependent on a 
small number of values with high so2 concentration, 

There is little systematic data from Norwegian conditions, Both 
users and manufacturers in Norway agree, however, that a fundamen 
tal weakness in the data from USA is that they do not demonstrate 
any advantage from using paint on galvanized materials when there 
are high so2 concentrations (figure 2), This weakness is also 
recognized by KI, wnich plans to adjust the relations if another 
study is conducted later~ 

NILU has therefore tried to adjust the relations from the OECD 
study using own data and by charting user experience from various 
large companies in Norway and from industrial areas in Czecho 
slovakia (16) where charting of the lifetime is also based on 
user experience. 

A NILU project in cooperation with manufacturers and users, for 
testing matallized and painted coatings, seems to show clear 
damage on most paint systems, both on bare steel and on hot 
dip galvanized steel after about 3 1/2 years exposure at Borre 

gaard (18,19). 

The Norwegian State Railways (NSB) state that the average lifetime 
of their alkyd system is 12-15 years in southern Norway and 8-10 

years in the Drammen district, 
the lifetime is 7-8 years (20). 

In the coastal clim~te of Jæren, 

(The data from Jæren are not 
included). In the NILU investigation referred to above, NSB's 
alkyd system was the best of the paint systems_·tested,··~- 

The Jotun Group has informed us that they normally operate with a 

4-yearly maintenance cycle for paint in an industrial atmosphere, 
.The industrial atmosphere is not quantitatively defined, however, 
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Carbon_steel is so strongly affected by so2 that it is usually 
protected, for example by paint etc, When it is used unprotected, 
as in railway tracks and wheels for example, the lifetime is 
determined by factors other than corrosion, 

Co2Eer_and_co~2er_allois corrode very much more quickly in a 
so2~polluted atmosphere than in clean air, but not so rapidly that 
this is considered a limiting factor for the lifetime of construc 
tions in which these are used. 

Aluminium_allois are highly resistant to so2• 

Nickel_and_nickel-2lated_steel corrodes much more quickly with high 
levels of so2, but these materials have very limited distribution, 

§t~t~!~~~-§t~~! is resistant to atmospheric corrosion in most 
applications. 

The_2recious_metals in electric switches, fer example gold, silver, 
copper and nickel, de~eriorate in the presence of reduced sulphur 
compounds, This is a major problem which is being awarded in 
creasing attention by research groups the world over. Recent 
studies have gradually ~hown quite·go9d correlations between the 
sulphur concentration and several of the metals (9,10). For Nor 
wegian conditions, we d6'not~7et know enough about the actual 
levels of pollution and corresponding corrosion data. However, 
NILU is at present carrying out extensive investigations for the 

Telecommunicatior.s Administration, where this is considered a 
serious problem (24,25). 

Other materials are also excluded. This applies to deterioration 

of buildings and monuments of sandstone and limestone as a result 
of so2• This is an international problem, and some of the costs 
can undoubtedly be put down to the maintenance aspect, However, 
we do not know the quantitative relation between so2 and the deteri 
oration of different kinds of stone, and furthermore it is diffi 
cult to determine costs for loss of artistic values, A larger 
project administered by the NATO Committee on the Challenge of 
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Table A.l. lists the built-up areas included in the calculation, 

the population in the built-up areas, and the annual mean concen 

trations of' so2 (1). More than one so2 concentration is given 

for some of the built-up areas, in which case is also given the 

percentage material to which each concentration area refers. 

By "percentage material" is meant the percentage found in a 

given area of' the total mass of' material in the built-up area. 

J.2. Galvanized steel 

The galvanized materials included in the calculations are first 

exposed unpainted. 

apply: 

For the OECD study the following assumptions 

a. Galvanized sheeting is'coated with JO pm zinc and will be 

covered with paint when 20 µm of' the coating has corroded. 

b. Galvanized profiles are coated with 80 µm zinc and will be 

covered with paint when 60 um has corroded. 

c. Galvanized wire has a diameter of' J mm and is covered with 

JO µm zinc. The wire will be replaced with new wire when 

all the zinc has corroded. 

d. All these materials are used in the different regions in 

proportion to the density of' the population. 

As for painted steel, we also in this case make use of' a distri 

bution according to the percentage material in the different 

built-up areas. Furthermore, as in the case of' paint, we have 

found it more realistic to calculate an average lifetime for 

galvanized sheets and wire (see paragraph 5,J). 

4 CALCULATION OF LIFETIMES 

4.1 Painted carbon steel and painted galvanized steel 

As mentioned above, in the OECD study the lifetime f'o~ paint on 

steel and.galvan~zed· steel is calculated out from American data 

( figure 2) ·· in accordance wi. th the following equations: 

(1) L
1 

= 11.6 - 0.016 x (so2) 

(2) L2 = 15.J - O.OJl x (S02) 
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5 CALCULATION OF COSTS AND PROT1'XTION AGAINST CORROSION 

5.1 Prices 

In the OECD study the total costs comprise the sum of the costs 

of painting carbon steel, corrosion of galvanized sheets and pro 

files and wire, and painting of galvanized sheets and profiles. 

The calculations take into account the costs of materials only 

in the case of galvanized wire, which has to be replaced. For 

the other materials the calculations include the costs of protec 

tion only, i.e. galvanizing and painting. 

The calculations of the costs of protection against corrosion 

are based on Swedish 1979 prices. These prices, shown below in 

Table 2, are exclusive VAT, but include social expenses, which 

amount to about one third of the total labour costs. 

Table 2: Costs of protection against corrosion 

OECD calc. (2) 
I 

These Material l calc. 
2 2 

I us doll./m l (~kr/m) - 
Galv. sheet (JO µm) 0.57 2.85 

profile ( 80 jrm ) 5 32 

wire ( JO µm) 4 40 

painting of steel and 
11.40 ~alvanized materials+ 57 

+ Cost of paint approx. soi 

Eijnsbergen (2J) has compared the costs of hot dip galvanizing 

with the costs of painting for 9 practical constructioris consisting 

of from 50 to 500 tons of steel. The costs of hot dip galvanizing 
2 2 vary from 21.JO to 46.90 Kr/m with a mean value of J2.85 Skr/m. 

In the light of this we have chosen to increase the price for 

profiles to Nkr. 32.00. 

For the same constructions the costs of painting are from 29.20 

to 79.90 Skr/m2, with a mean of 5J.75 Skr/m
2

• Haug of Protectors 

A/S (28) informs us that th~ painting costs vary from JO to 

200 Nkr/m·2, qui tre: independent of the kind of pretreatment, 

building design (~caffolding, wastage of paint etc). A price 
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The costs of' painting carbon steel· in a particular area are there 

f'ore calculated f'rom the f'ollowing expression: 

Cost ptd.steel = Amt. td.steel m2 inhab. x cost aint 
lifetime paint years 

2 kr/m_) ~ 

In the present calculations we have used the same assumptions 

but with a revised lifetime f'unction for paint on steel 

(equation (J) p. 16). Data on production and consumption of' 

paint in Norway are given in table B.1, and are taken from the 

OECD statistics ( 29). As also shown in Annex B, we thus get the··. 

following expression for the annuai corrosion costs per inhabitant: 

Cost painted steel= 75(m2/inhabitant x 57(kr/m2) 

(11.7-0.042 x so2) (yrs) 

5.3 Galvanized steel 

Only galvartized steel exposed in 1960 or later is included in 

the calculations. In the OECD study the total amoµnt of galvanized 

steel is estimated from the OECD statistics on zinc consumption. 

Th~se statistics give no information, however, on where the zinc 

is used. Smaller countries which export a lot of zinc for the 

galvanizing industry, will have too large amounts of' galvanized 

materials. For this reason the mean values for Great Britain, 

France and West Germany are used as a basis :for the calculations 

relating to the smaller countries, such as Norway (2). 

For the purpose o:f this report we have collected f'igures for the 

consumption of' zinc f'or galvanizing f'rom the Scandinavian Galvani 

sers Associ_ation (JO). These f'igures f'or wire and profiles are 

shown in Table C.l. Norway imports nearly all of' its thin sheets, 

and the statistics therefore tell nothing concerning·the amount 

of' thin sheeting f'ound in Norway. As an approximation we have 

theref'ore assumed the same amount of' zinc f'or thin sheets as 

:for wire. 

Certain galvanized products are either covered with paint or are 

exposed indoors. To arrive at an estimate of' the actual amount 
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The following steps are used when calculating the costs for wire 

in each area: 

- The actual lifetime of the wire is calculated as 3 x t, that 

is to say, three times the time it takes to corrode 10 um 

(equation 6, page 16). 

The amount .of galvanized wire is calculated from the mean life 

time, the population and Table C.l. 

For wire, the calculated lifetime is shorter than the accumulation 

period (1960-79) for which we are calculating for, only in areas 

with more than 36 pg so2/m
3• We have therefore calculated the 

total amount of material out from a mean lifetime of 20 years. 

We believe this to be a realistic figure even for the polluted 

areas, because wire will often be exposed for a longer time than 

it takes the zinc coating to wear away. The annual costs for 

corrosion of wire in each area are calculated from the expression: 

Costs wire= 
Amount wire (m2/inhab.) x costs for wire 2 (kr/m) 

Calculated lifetime (yrs) 

As also shown in Annex C, we thus get the following expression 

for the annual corrosion costs per inhabitant: 

Costs wire = 
X 40 (kr/m2) 

(71 x 3/0.45 (so2) +0,7) (yr) 

5.3.2 Qalv~nized __ thin_sheets_~nd_Qrofil~s 

The calculations for thin sheets and profiles are carried out 

separately, but by the same procedure and in the following stages: 

- The lifetime for material which has been galvanized is calculated 

as 2 x t for thin sheets and 6 x t for profiles using equation (6) 

- The total amount of thin sheets and profiles I'or the area are 

calculated out from the mean lifetime, the population and 

Table C.l. 

For Norway we have considered it more realistic to assume that no 

painting of the zinc is carried out during the period. As will 

be seen from the results, the calculated lifetime is less than 
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Table 3: Annual corrosion costs and possible savings for painted and 
galvanized steel with a reduction of the so

2 
level and 

when so2 = 0. 

MATERIAL BUILT-UP AREAS HURAL AREAS 

Costs Savings 

With oil 
with low 
sulphur 
content 

Costs 

Theore 
tical 
when 
S02=0 

Savings 

With oil 
rwith low 
sulphur 
content 

Theore 
tical 
when 
S02= 0 

1Painted steel 

Costs before 

Costs after 

Costs.S0
2
=0 

Galvanized sheets 

Costs before 

Costs after 

Costs.so2=0 

Galvanized wire 

Costs b~fore 

Costs after 

Costs.s02=0 

Galvanized profiles 

Costs before 

Costs after 

Costs.S02=0 

Sum 

Costs before 

Costs after 

Cost.S02=0 

508. 7 
501.5 
462.9 

4.J 
4.o 
3.2 

75.8 
71.6 
61.0 

55.5 
52.5 
44.7 

644.3 
629.6 

571.8 

0.3 

4.2 

3.0 

14.7 

45.8 

14.8 

10.8 

72.5 

280.2 

279.2 

275.0 

1.9 
1.9 
1.9 

36.1 
J6.l 
J6.1 

26.5 
26.5 

26.5 

344.7 
JL~ J • 7 
JJ9.5 

1.0 

• 0 

0 

0 

1.0 

5.2 

0 

'O 

0 

5.2 

Sum total built-up areas plus rural areas 

Costs before 

Costs after 

Cost. so2=o 

989.0 

973.J 

911.J 
I 

15. '7 77.7 
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for example, from 42 to 48 years (coast Østfold/Telemark), this is 

of no economic importance, As can be seen ~rom Table 6, this is 

also the case for a number of built-up areas. Only parts of Hal 

den, Moss, Oslo, Drammen, Skien and Sarpsborg, Fredrikstad, .Pors 

grunn and Kristiansand achieve a saving for galvanized steel as a 

result of the requirement for oils with low sulphur content. 

Of the savings of 7,5 mill.kr, Oslo accounts for 3,65 mill.kr, 

(48.7%) and Sarpsborg.for 1,59 mill.kr, (21.2%). 

6,3 In total 

The total corrosion costs are 644,3 mill.kr, for the built-up areas 

and 344.7 mill.kr, for the rural areas, giving a sum of 989 mill,kr, 

With a requirement for oils with low sulphur content the total 

savings are calculated to 15,7 mill.kr, This gives corrosion costs • 
of approx, 490 kr/inhab, per year and savings of 7.30 kr/inhab. per 
year with a 1% S initiative. 

6.4 Discussion 

Just as for the calculations of changes in so2 concentrations (1) 
it must be emphasized that the calculations are carried out in a 
limited time and within a limited cost bracket. We have based on 
our calculations on a model used before·(2) and existing, fairly 
easily accessible data material, and have not made the calculations 
more detailed than justified by the data, 

We have tried to exercise a certain caution when making our assump 
tions so as_not to overestimate the corrosion damages and the 
savings as a function of so2• This is demonstrated in the esti~ · 
mate of uncertainties in the calculations (para,6,4,2 and Table D,3), 

The OECD model is modified on certain points, Based on a larger 
data material we have made the deterioration of paint more depden 

dent on so2• This leads to greater savings. 

Based on Norwegian data we have modified the relation for corrosion 
of zinc as a function of so2, It must be emphasized that the 
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by means of the consumption of paint, because most of these sheets 

are imported ready painted, especially from Sweden, That we are 

dealing with substantial quantities is illustrated by the fact 

that in 1978 a tota~ of 617 000 m2 roof and wall sheets and flash 

ing/flat sheets were exposed for outdo ·ruse. The average quantity 

per year in the last ten years has been of about the same order (31), 

The prices are also very uncertain, especially for painted steel, 

and can easily be very much greater. Considering the heavy burden 

of savings associated with this aspect, this will have considerable 

importance (see para. 6.4.2 and Table D,3). 

In this connection the specification of prices for sheets is also 

of consequence, In this case we have only calculated the price of 

the zinc coating. On the basis of our assumption concerning the 

replacement of the sheets as a result of corrosion, it would have 

been more correct, as in the case of wire, to include the price 

of the material, This applies to factory-lacquered sheets of the 

above.-type between ·30-50 kr/m2 (31). 

The total costs of 989 mill.kr. are equivalent to a cost of 1957 

mill.kroner for the whole country, as against 1571 mill.kroner in 

the OECD study (Table 1). Correspondingly, the savings for the 

whole country will be about 31 mill.kroner, 

6,4,2 Estimate_of_uncertainties 

It would be to go too far to calculate all the uncertainties con 

nected with all the conditions discussed above. Nevertheless, to 

give some idea, we have chosen to calculate the uncertainties for 

the two alternatives: 

a) the uncertainty in the price for maintenance painting 

of steel, A price of kr.57/m
2 is used in the main 

calculation, while we have calculated for a minimum 

price of kr,30/m2, a maximum price of kr,200/m2 and a 

middle price of kr,100/m2 (see 5.1), 
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Total savings given the introduction of a requirement for oils with 
low sulphur content are calculated as 15,7 mill.kr. An estimate of 
uncertainty as a result of uncertainty regarding maintenance prices 
and the introduction of economic lifetimes for galvanized coating 
show that the total savings may lie between 12 mill.kr/yr and 
49 mill.kr/yr. 
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ANNEX A 

Figure A.l. Literature data for corrosion rate of zinc 
as a function of the so2 concentration in 
the atmosphere. 

Table A.l. Material percent and annual mean concen 
trations of so2• Basis year 1979 
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Table A,l, Material percent and annuål mean concentration of so
2

• 

Basis year 1979. 

County Location Material..:.· concentration 
.. . - - - per-c enf" of· S02 (tJg/r., 3)-- 

Østfolt1 Halden 70 35 , 
30 15 

Sarpsborg 60 so 
40 25 

Fredrikstad 25 
Moss 70 20 

30 10 
Askim 7 

Akershus/ Ski 10 
Oslo Oslo 40 40 

. . 
40 

. 
25 

20 10 

Buskerud ,-· Drammen 70 40 
30 20 

Hcnefoss 40 20 

-vest-£oid·+ 
60 15 

K•:.:-1gsberg 15 
- 

Iiorten 10 
Tø:-:sberg 15 
Sandefjord 15 
LiJY-Vik 40 15 

60 10 

Telemark ?orsgrunn 20 
Skien 60 35 

40 20 
Notodden 10 

Aust-i\gd,~r Arendal 10 

V<!st-Agder Kristiansand 40 20 
60 15 

Vennesla 15 
MilnG,31 10 

Rogaland Egersund I_J Snndnes 10 
Stavanger 15 
Hacgesund 10. . 
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Table B,l. Production/Consumption of paint in Norway (25) 

x 1000 tons Consumption . ! 
Year Production Importj Export kg/head I 

i - 
' 

1979 
1978 
1977 60.8 15.2 
1976 

1975 72.3 9.4 12,4 15.1 
1974 17.3 

1973 66.2 8.4 11,4 16,4 

1972 63.0 7.6 10.1 16.1 
' 1971 59.1 6.3 10,7 ' 15.0 

1970 56.2 6,1 9.8 14.3 

1969 53.1 5.4 8.6 13,8 

Corrosion costs painted steel 

On the basis of the above table is estimated: 
,: 

1. Middle annual production (-69-79) = 60;2 x 10.., tons/yr 

Assuming 15% is used for outdoor protection against corrosion we 

get: 
2,.0utdoor anti-corrosion paint 60.2 x 0,15 x 103 = 9 x 103 tons 

Assuming 100 um · coat , thickness and a specific weight of 

2 kg/dm3 we get: 

3. The weight of 1 m2 coat of paint 2 x 100 x 100 x 10-5 = 0.2 k~ 

With a dry matter content in the paint of 67% we get: 

103 X 9 X 103 X 0,67 7 m2 = 3 X 10 - 0,2 yr 4. Painted surface per yr: 

5. With a middle lifetime change-of 10 years and 4 mill~inhabitants 

we get: t 

3 X 107 X 10 
il~ 106 

= 2 75 m painted surface/inhabitant 

,· 
6, Paintcosts: 

75 X 57 
11.7..:0,042 so2 

kr/inhab/yr= 
11.1-0.042 so2 

4275 
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Table C .1 Annual c on sumpt Lon" of. zinc for -ga l van i-z at Lon 
(1000 tons) (30) 

2 Thin sheet · ( 30 jim ) Wire ( 30_Jlm) Pro~il_e(pc."'gds) ( 80)lrr 

Yr yearly reduced areå - yearly reduced area rt°early reauced area 
50% inh7yr 67% inn.Tyr 75% li.nh]Yr 

2 ,_. 
-As sume d the 
same as for 

wire 
1979 0.84 1.68 1.1 €.10 4.6 

·78 0.68 0.88 1.35 0.9 1. 2 6.32 4.7 2.2 

77 o. 77 1.76 1.54 1.1 2.4 6. 4 6 · 4.9 4.4 

76 0.73 2.64 1.45 1.0 3.6 6.05 4.6 6.6 
i 75 0.76 3.52 1.52 1.0 4.8 G.93 5.2 8.8 

H 0.79 4.4 1.57 1.1 G.O 7.23 5.4 11. 0 

73 0.77 5.28 1.53 1.0 7.2 6.87 5.2 13.2 

72 0.73 6.16 1.45 1.0 3.4 7.30 5.5 15.4 

71 0.68 7.04 1.35 0.9 q. f, 6.25 4.7 17.6 

70 O.G8 7.92 1.35 0.9 lG.8 I 6.88 5.2 l '.). 8 

69 .l 0.75 8.8 1. 48 1.0 12.0 6.63 5.0 22.0 

66 0.75 9.68 1.48 1.0 13. 2 I 6.63 5.0 24.2 

67 0.75 10.56 1. 48 1.0 14 .4 6.63 5.0 26.4 

66 0.75 11.44 1. 48 1.0 15.6 6.63 5.0 .26.G 

65 0.75 12.32 1.48 1.0 16.8 6.63 5.0 30.8 

64 0.75 13. 2 1.48 1.0 18.0 6.63 5.0 33.0 

63 0.75 14 .os 1.48 1.0 19.2 6.63 5.0 35.2 

62 0.75 14 ._96 1.48 1.0 20.4 6.63 s.o 37.4 

61 0.75 1s. 0·4 1.48 1.0 21.6 6.63 5.0 39.6 

) . 

.. - . . --- ·-· 

1 The quantities for.1960s are estimated as mean values of 

the 1970-79 quantities. 
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1 GALVANIZED PROFILE (80 ~m) 

1 Middle annual consumption: 5000 tons 

2 Weight of 1 m2 ~inc coating (from thin ·sheet) 

0,213 kg X ~O 
30 

= 0.568 kg 

3 Galvanized "profile" surface per yr 

5000 X 103 

0;568 

8803 X 103 

4 X 106 

= 8803 x 103 m2/yr 

4 Galvanized "profile" surface per inhabitar..t 

= 2,2 m2/inhab,yr 

The middle lifetime is 40 yrs., but because we calculate only 
for the period 1960-79 we get: 

5 Total quantity 2,2 X 20 m2/inhab 44 m2/inhab, = = 
lifetime 

Given a cost of kr 32/m 2 get: we 

6. Cost 44 X 32 kr/inhab. yr, = 
Estimated lifetime 
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ANNEX D 

Table D.l: Annual corrosion costs and possible savings for 

painted steel after reduction of the so2 level. 

Table D.2: Annual corrosion costs and oossible savings for 

galvanized steel after reduction of the so2 level. 

Table D.3 Alternative corrosion costs and possible savings 

for painted steel and galvanized steel with 

reduction of the so2 level. 
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Table D,3. Alternative corrosion damages and possible 
savings for painted and ~alvanizcd steel 
with a reduction of the so2 level (1) 
(mill.kr). 

I. ~-' 

Built-up areas Rural areas Total Materials savings 
Costs Savin~s Costs Savings 

Bef/aft. Theo- Bef/aft. 'I'he o- 
ret: ret. 

Painted steel 

Uncertainty 
in mainte- 

! 
nance price 
paint 

I Min.kr.30/- 268 ,~ 24 145 0,05 3 4,5 
I Midd.kr 57/- ! i i (used i in 

280, 2! report) I 45.8 1.0 5.2 8,2 501. 51 7, 2 
i- - -- 

Kr, 100/- 880 113 80 491 r 2,0 9 15 
Max.kr 200/- 1760 26 160 982 3 18 29 

__ Galvanized .steel . \ . I I 
Economic life- 
times 15,20,40 

. 
yrs (cf.report) 
Gal.sheets - 4,3 0,3 1.1 1.9 0 0 0,3 

II wire 75.8 4,2 14,8 36,1 0 0 4,2 
II profile 55,5 3,0 10,8 26,5 0 0 3,0 

l 
I Sum 7.5 0 7,5 I 

I t 
l 

Without economic 
'.lifetimes 

- 
Galv.sheets 3 • /~ 0,5 3,4 0,6 0,1 0,5 o.6 

II wire 66 9.5 61 10 1,5 7.9 11 
II profile 48 7 45 7 1 5.8 8 

- -- 
Sum 17 I 3 I I 20 

- - - -- 


